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Open Load: There is a break in the wires that lead to the item listed in the chart (injector, fuel pump, etc.), or the item has failed.
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Did a quick search on Polaris 651 code and Polaris XP 651 code and came up with an injector issue: Manual says it is Injector 1 (MAG) (SDI PART LOAD) Driver Circuit Grounded. Sounds like you may have one that's gone bad! Polaris should replace it w/o any questions - and it's a quick thing to change out - as long as they have the part in stock. Code 651 | Polaris RZR Forum - RZR Forums.net
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Engine. As complicated as the Polaris General motor is, it makes sense that there are many ways that it can break or malfunction. But just because your check engine light turns on, doesn't mean you dropped a valve or broke a keeper. Belt slippage or water in the belt / belt housing are the most common reasons why the check engine light turns on, but it is also possible to have issues with the throttle sensor (the connector by the pedal) getting wet as well.
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I have a fault code of 0-91-4 on my 2014 900 xp efi Ranger. I have searched multiple forums and see no communications about this particular code. The bike was running perfect when parked. Two weeks later when I started it, the check engine light came on and it was in limp mode. 2014 - 900 xp Fault Code 0-91-4 | Side X Side Nation

Press the button labeled "Mode Override". This button is next to the "Engine Stop" switch on the left-hand handle bar. Hold down the "Mode Override" button while turning on the vehicle. Turn the key to the "On" position to start the engine, then release the "Mode Override" button. How to Reset a Polaris Service Light | It Still Runs

Find owners manuals, engine specifications and model features for 2017 Polaris Sportsman models. 2017 Polaris Sportsman Models | Polaris Sportsman
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The check engine indicator appears if an EFI-related fault occurs. Do not operate the snowmobile if this warning appears. Serious engine damage could result. See your Polaris Dealer. The over-temperature indicator illuminates to alert the operator that the engine is overheating. The operator should take action to cool the engine.
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The Check Tech scan tool is a PC compatible diagnostic tool for Polaris 2009-Current ATV's/UTV's and 2012 current snowmobiles. This is a must have for an independent shop or the backyard tinkerer that doesn't want to go to the dealer to fix their machine. This tool will: Read and clear engine codes; Graph and log live engine data
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Open Load: There is a break in the wires that lead to the item listed in the chart (injector, fuel pump, etc.), or the item has failed.
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